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Part I

Exploitation System in a nutshell
Basic features of exploitation systems throughout the world may
be summarized as under.
1. Need of an Exploitation System
If somebody want to kill an animal and eat its flesh he has to
create no special system. But if he wants to rear animals for milking,
for plowing, for pulling a cart, breeding them for commerce etc then
he has to create entire system comprising : shelter for the animals,
fodder, fodder-storage, harnesses, shepherds, shepherd-dogs,
animal medicine and so on.
Similarly, the exploiters who always are a tiny minority need
to create cunningly a complicated exploitation system to control,
subdue and exploit the masses who are in huge number.
Exploitation system enables the exploiters to exploit the labor of
masses and own all the natural resources available in the territory.
The exploiters at their will can use peoples' land any manner they
wish. They can displace farmers from their land or demolish peoples'
houses at meager compensation. Exploiters force masses to pay
heavy taxes to run the state machinery of exploitation.
The companies of exploiters need masses to sell their produce to
earn huge profit. Industries belonging to the exploiter community
receive heavy subsidy on land, electricity, water, transportation and
tax. Approach roads are build for their industry free of cost and
government provide them full protection. Exploiter community
members draw loan of millions from the nationalized banks, flee
out of country (Examples : Malya, Nirav Modi etc). The banks are
compensated from the tax money collected ultimately from the
toiling masses. Every direct or indirect tax ultimately comes from
the pocket of toiling masses no matter which class pays it.
Leaders riding the government borrow from IMF, World Bank
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etc for various projects. They receive heavy commission from
organizations given these tender to complete the projects. They sign
various purchase deals with multinational companies and receive
heavy commission. Thus they fill their personal coffer at Swiss banks.
Ultimately the masses are under foreign debt not the leaders riding
the government.
Enmity between nations is created and wars are fought at the
expense of the indigenous soldiers and civilians so that huge
commission can be extracted from the purchase of arms. Blood of
common masses is shed so that exploiters can fill their coffers.
Exploiters consider themselves humans and masses as
livestocks in human form brought by god to serve them. Country
therefore , belongs only to them and not to the masses. Remember
the slogans "India is Indira, and Indira is India" ? "India Shining"
only meant "Arya-Brahminists will shine". "Acche Din Ayenge"
only meant "Good Days for Arya-Brahmins". Patriotism and
nationalism means loyalty to Arya-Brahminists. Duped masses
take their words literally in spite of several glaring examples.
Masses in general live in poverty and in slums. So called
"Civilization" "Technological progress" etc are meant for the rich
only. Big roads, Bullet trains, aircrafts, Malls, luxury cars etc are
meant for rich as poor masses can not afford them.
Anybody who oppose them, will be labeled as unpatriotic, antinational and so on. If people resist any of their exploitation (which
they consider their divine right), their police and paramilitary
forces will break their bones, kill them in firing; unleash terror,
dumb them in jail indefinitely labeling them terrorists, antinationals, Naxalites and so on. Masses are always the softest target
because masses are kept armless. Exploiters remain unharmed
because they are armed and fortified.

2. Sham Democracy

Exploiter community needs masses to be subdued by whatever
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effective, economical and safe deceptive means. Sham democracy
is one of the means. Constitutional provisions of welfare, human
rights, justice, equal opportunity, government of the people, by the
people and for the people etc are false promises. They are meant to
hide the cruel face of the parasite community of exploiters.
Democracy is sham because exploiters control the whole
electioneering system where only rich can win. People do not
realize that if a person spends crores of rupees in election how can
he serve people ? They will first recover their investment many
fold. No matter which party comes to power they will benefit
themselves at the cost of people.
Spider (member of exploiter class) can freely walk anywhere in its
net (system comprising police, judiciary, bureaucracy, etc) but other
insects (poor masses) are caught in this net. Criminals of exploiter
community escape from the court unharmed because police, CBI,
FBI etc agencies present insufficient evidence against them. Almost
nobody gets convicted. But millions of indigenous masses, on meager
charges are languishing in jail because they have no money for
bail. They are being kept in Jail indefinitely beyond their maximum
possible punishment for the charges framed against them.
In America and several European countries, authors convincingly
questioning Jewish holocaust are jailed. In India draconian laws such
as POTA, POTO etc make mockery of democracy and human rights
and reveal cruel face of Indian exploitation system. Through many
Presidential Decision Directives such as FEMA etc fundamental
rights guaranteed by American constitution are nullified.
Exploiters conduct MKULTRA etc mind control experiments,
radiation effect experiments, electro magnetic frequency effect
experiments, drug experiments etc on unaware patients, on
kidnapped children, on many institutionalized children, on
prisoners, on soldiers and so on.
Biological and Chemical weapons are tested upon unaware

masses.
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With the intention to reduce population to almost 10%, and
immense hate for indigenous masses, viruses such as AIDS and
infertility drugs are developed in government laboratories and
injected into the body of indigenous people through various
vaccination programs run by world health organization and other
such agencies. They want to get rid of over 90% of world population
whom they consider surplus. Use of robot armies, drones and pilotless air crafts; driver less taxies, buses and trains, robots in most of
the industries and professions ensure that they can manage with
remaining 10% indigenous masses as their slaves.

3. Essentials of an exploitation system :1. To keep the masses subdued, exploiters must have their own army
and should prohibit masses from keeping weapons. Only resourceful
person can get weapon licenses.
2. The exploiters keep masses ignorant and less educated. Pathetic
state of primary education in government schools of India is a glaring
example. Higher education is made beyond the reach of poor.
3. Through priests exploiters create servile mentality in masses
through religions. The ruler is projected as a representative of
god and the masters are considered as "Annadata" (who feeds his
servants). Priests ensures that the masses always remain superstitious
and emotionally charged. Through expensive religious rituals it is
ensured that the masses should always remain poor.
4. Exploiters divide the masses in maximum possible divisions
such as in contradicting religious sects, religious cults, and keep
them conflicting with each other. Exploiter class has created new age
religious sects and cults to fulfill this aim.
5. TV channels promote cunningness, selfish interest, opportunism,
betrayal, immorality of all sort and dirty competition through TV
serials where the family members are shown conspiring against each
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other for their selfish interests. These serials are being watched by
small kids who develop these traits automatically considering them
normal behaviour. People of such mentality easily work for exploiters
and betray their very near and dears to fulfill their selfish interests.
6. Corruption and crime is deliberately promoted because that
ensures flow of commission from lower level to highest level. In
India "Warli Matka" gambling lucky numbers are published daily in
many reputed newspapers. Prostitution runs uninterruptedly before
public eye. How can criminals go against an exploitation system that
allow them ? Sometimes in a year or two few raids are made to pose
that the government is against these crimes. The criminals are used
against masses to protect the very exploitation system.
7. CIA runs narcotic (opium etc) business to meet its various
expenses. CIA makes its money laundering through banks created
for this very purpose. A whole structure of crime and criminals
is maintained. With their help, CIA create dissents in countries,
sabotage, and topple governments.
8. Exploiters keep the sections of masses always violently conflicting
with each other so that they never unite against the exploitation
system. Fake leaders of each section benefit from these conflicts.
9. Exploiters systematically keep the masses economically weak,
helpless and troubled by many worries so they have almost no time
and energy to think against the exploitation system. Therefore,
bureaucracy and all services are deliberately made inefficient so
that masses are troubled, harassed so that both the bureaucracy
and masses have unfavorable attitude against each other. Therefore,
people never unite against the exploitation system.
10. Fake issues and fake activities are those issues and activities
which pretend benefit of masses but in reality the money, time and
energy of masses is wasted and masses can be physically harmed.
Exploiters create fake issues and fake activities with the help of their
stooges and servile print and electronic media to ensure that people
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always remain engaged and harmed in these fake issues and fake
activities.
11. Exploiters must ensure that masses should not have direct
control over any struggle against exploitation and oppression
because it endangers the exploiters and their exploitation system.
Their struggle must remain in the hands of fake leaders since the
fake leaders are no threat to any exploitation system.
12. The exploiters should create a sophisticated system of surveillance
upon the masses. CCTV cameras, micro chips on vehicles, cashless
transaction data, mobile device data, internet activity data, Linking
unique identification number of citizen (Adhar Card in India) with
all services, satellite watch, watching through the TV, gathering
information through state and center's surveillance agencies and
their informers etc are few measures every exploiter system employs
on the indigenous masses.
13. Exploitation system always base on caste system like
hierarchical pyramid structure where minority Exploiters are at the
top of the system and exploited and oppressed masses are pressed
to the bottom of the pyramid. Between them lie bureaucrats and
technicians of different levels and the middle class.
14. The communication pattern of exploitation system is from top
to down. There is almost no upward communication. Horizontal
communication occurs at every layer to implement orders coming
from above.
15. Exploiters control food, water and electricity to humble the
people. In the areas where people are resisting state terrorism,
ration and other essential items are supplied to people selectively
through the police and paramilitary forces.
16. The exploiter community always considers itself religiously,
socially and economically superior and hates the masses. According
to H.G. Wells, exploiters are not satisfied with their prosperity and
power alone. To satisfy their sense of grandeur, masses must be
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reduced to the level lower than animals. There is a story : An innocent
virgin princes got married and enjoyed her first-night. She asked
her husband "Common masses also do this ?", "Yes" replied her
husband. "They must be stopped" She snapped immediately. This
is the mentality of exploiter community. In some parts of India
Dalits are not allowed to carry their marriage procession on
streets. Dalits are not allowed to ride on horse and not allowed to
wear turban. Dry lavatory system deliberately prevails to compel
dalits to carry Arya-Brahmin feces on their head.
While partitioning India, Brahminists of India to take vengeance
upon Dalits for their crime to elect Dr. B. R. Ambedkar for constituent
assembly gave Dalit majority and Muslim minority provinces such as
Jassor, Khulana, Barishal, Faridpur, Dhaka Maimansingh province
and Buddhist majority Chittagong hills area to Pakistan. Converted
Arya-Brahmins of Pakistan persecuted these Dalits in Pakistan. As
a result they had to flee back to India where Arya-Brahmins riding
government of India persecuted them in various ways. They were
dispersed in remote areas throughout India. Their genocide were
committed in Morichzapi of west Bengal. They were made food of
Sunderban tigers. Defying all international rules, they passed a black
law which prohibits Bengali Dalits migrated to India even to apply
for Indian citizenship. Anybody from the world can obtain Indian
citizenship but not the Bengali Dalit refugees. Bengali Dalit refugees
are hunted and thrown into no man's land at Bangladesh border.
While entering either side of the border they are shot dead. These
is continued since last several decades. Such is the height of AryaBrahmin hatred for indigenous masses.
17. With the incredible development in electronics many of the
workmen and professionals are being replaced by robots. As a result,
a huge section of masses becomes "not-needed"and worthless eaters.
Exploiters have a plan to exterminate over 90% of world population
by means of artificially created floods, Tsunamis, earthquakes, wars,
diseases created through vaccines and biological weapons such as

AIDS, EBOLA and so on.
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4. Word Exploitation System
World exploitation system is governed from behind the curtain
by the 13 Zionist Jewish Banking families collectively known as
the "Jewish Banking Cartel" or the "Illuminati" which believe in
Satanism. Illuminati-Jewish Banking Cartel, through its finance,
own or control almost all multinational companies of the world. It is
claimed that Rothschild family leads the Illuminati-Jewish Banking
Cartel. In every country, they control print and electronic media, all
trade unions and all political, social, cultural, religious organizations.
Through them they enforce various economical treaties and control
every government in the interest of Illuminati Banking Cartel.
Jewish Illuminati Banking Cartel have been creating wars between
nations and have been helping both the warring sides financially,
weakening them in costly war and enslaving them under heavy
debts. It is claimed that all wars so far fought are wars created by
Illuminati Jewish Banking Cartel.
Through their economic power they have indebted all nations
and all financial institutions of almost all countries. It is claimed
that except three countries (Iran, North Korea and Cuba), the Jewish
Rothschild control central banks in remaining countries.
Illuminati-Jewish Banking Cartel needed a world-system
(aka New World Order) to control all countries through uniform
economic rules and regulations and rule them politically. For this
purpose they created United Nations, World Bank, International
Monitory Fund, Bank of International Settlement and so on.
Every problem whether unemployment, or depriving
indigenous masses from their water, land and jungle is directly the
result of several memorandum of understanding (MOUs) signed
by governments with the Illuminati Banking Cartel controlled
multinational companies. The GATT, etc treaties signed by
the puppet leaders of the counties have made their country's
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constitution meaningless since according to these treaties no
law of the county or country's constitution will come in the way
of provisions of the treaty. In India no land ceiling law is now
effective as the special economic zones (SEZs) can have thousands
of acre land for their economic unit.
United States, NATO is their military and CIA is their
subversive tool through which Illuminati Jewish Banking Cartel
subdue or topple resisting governments. Countries are forced to
give access to their natural resources to the Illuminati Banking
Cartel controlled Multinational companies at their terms.
Israel is creation of Rothschild (the head of Illuminati Jewish
Banking Cartel). British government had promised Rothschilds
through Balfour declaration its commitment to create Israel in
Arab land Palestine. Banking cartel, as had brought America into
world war II as a British ally for which Israel was promised and
later created. Israel receives heavy financial, military aid from
United States. No UN resolutions passed against Israel's war
crimes and human right violations could be implemented. Nobody
could force Israel to reveal its nuclear facilities for international
inspection. Israel receives heavy compensation from Germany for
so called Jewish holocaust in 2nd world war which is questioned.
Under the dictates of Illuminati Jewish Banking Cartel many
countries have passed a law and accordingly jailed authors and
activists who questioned Jewish holocaust. According to these
laws even questioning Jewish holocaust is made crime. In fact,
most governments are little more than front organizations for the
Illuminati Jewish banking cartel.
All ruling parties of India have been serving Illuminati Jewish
Banking Cartel controlled multinational companies. Betraying
Bhopal Gas victims, both the Congress and BJP have helped
Anderson to flee from India and ensured that he will not receive
any heavy punishment.
The ultimate aim of Illuminati-Jewish Banking Cartel is to rule the
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world according to the tenets and dictates of Talmud which is Jewish
Version of Indian Manusmriti. Under this system the exploited and
oppressed masses (Bahujans) of the world will be reduced below the
level of animals. (Please read our English Book Impending Satanist
World Order, written by Sheetal Markam)
5. Basis of Exploitation System
1. Zionism Brahminism and Satanism (ZBS) :- The core of
every exploitation system is man's laziness, greed, jealousy and
envy. The Satanism, Zionism and Brahmanism are names of the
same phenomena which has developed out of man's laziness, greed,
jealousy and envy. These feelings and emotions are found among
every strata of the society. Rich or poor nobody is exempted from
them. A lazy person does not like to work. He wants easy ways to
fulfill his needs, no matter how immoral ways they are. He becomes
a parasite, living on the labors of other persons.
According to ZBS the strongest has the right to rule and enslave
the weak. ZBS approves laziness, greed, jealousy and enmity and
preaches that betrayal, treachery, falsehood (Sam, Dam, Dand, Bhed)
everything is allowed to become powerful. Powerful rules or destroy
the weak. This is what they call the law of nature. Thus ZBS approves
that the master has every right to treat weak brutally because he is
powerful enough to do so. Satanism boasts that it is helping process
of natural selection by eliminating weak and thus creating a society
of stronger and smart people capable enough to deceive each others.
Man goes after greed because he falsely believes that by
acquiring more wealth and more amenities he will become
happy. But there is no limit to man's greed. There is always
someone wealthier than him. He may develop envy and enmity
for wealthier become unsatisfied and unhappy and would indulge
into conspiracies against the wealthier. The result is bloodshed.
Every exploiter live in constant fear of being toppled.
Even if you throw one ruler or a particular form of government
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several thousand times, every time there are always lazy and selfish
persons full of greed, jealousy, and envy to replace the earlier.
Therefore, unless the falsehood of laziness, greed, jealousy, envy and
SZB is not fully realized, there is no escape from the exploitation
system. There will be an unending continuous struggle for power by
every dirty means by the parasite communities or groups. Poor and
weaker are bound to be crushed in severest possible ways.
2. Usury or interest :- Exploitation system is based upon usury or
charging interest on loaned money. Following story explains how a
system based on usury creates an exploitation system :On a small remote island natives used to barter. Agricultural
produce being seasonal, farmers may not have produce ready for
barter. Similar was the case with other natives. Therefore, they were
desperate to find a solution.
Accidentally, a man reached to their island on a boat. He told
natives that he can loan natives on mortgage his plastic coins that
represent gold in his box. With these plastic coins, they can buy each
other's goods. Natives agreed. Natives observed that after payment
of loan installments they have lesser coins. Since the total debt is
always greater than the loan received, if all natives pay every coin
they have, they will not be able to get rid off their loan. The usurer
appointed strongly built armed men for loan recovery. The usurer
soon brought the residents into his debt-slavery and became a tyrant
of the island. The best kept secret of the usurer was that the box did
not contain any gold but household things.
Because of interest the total debt is always greater than the
money loaned out, therefore inflation (price hike) is bound to occur.
Workers agitate and their salaries are increased. To pay increased
salaries more currency is printed leading to more price hike. This
process increases number of poor making their life more miserable.
What needed is system free of usury and interest.
3. Unjustified profit :- Industrialists pay little to workers keeping
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large portion of profit with themselves. This leads to exploitation of
workers. Unjustified profit may also be extracted by creating artificial
scarcity, monopoly production, or consensus among the producers
to extract unjustified profit from the buyers / consumers. It creates
severe economical disparity in society.
4. Centralized State :- The State always has caste system like
hierarchy which itself is an exploiting class. It is anti-people
mechanism. Nobody likes to visit a police station, Judiciary and the
the bureaucracy offices. Centralization of state leads to dictatorship.
5. Dependency Mentality of Masses :- Apart from greed,
jealousy and envy, which is basis of every exploitation system,
toiling masses particularly have mentality of dependency. There
is built in helplessness in their character. Therefore, anybody who
promises them good future, they rally around him and consider him
as their savior. Masses are always dependent on some leader, saint
or anybody who pretend to fight for them. Common masses lack
courage and ability to take control in their own hand.
Lord Clive of East India Company, after wining battle of Plasi
entered into Murshidabad city with his 200 European and 500
Indian (Bahujan) soldiers. According to him, millions of people
were gathered both the sides of road to see them. Clive feared, these
people could have easily destroyed them attacking with sticks and
stones. But people lacked intention and courage. (Bharatiya vidya
Bhawan, The History and Culture of the Indian people,Vol.10 p.3)
Masses never have inclination to understand the nature of
exploitation system, how to establish system based on social
Justice. What abilities they have to develop in order to control
their struggle against exploitation and oppression.
Bahujan masses can not establish exploitation free social
system or even prevent their brutal victimization if they do
not develop strong determination and abilities to control their
struggle. Masses themselves are responsible for their misery and
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nobody else. A lion is bound to it the lamb.
6. Learned Helplessness in Masses :- When people find no
escape from their miserable situation, in the beginning they
develop anger and then frustration and finally accept their
miserable situation as an inevitable fate.
This phenomena of leaned helplessness was experimentally
demonstrated by psychologist Seligman in his experiments. He
divided dogs in two groups. First group of dogs were kept in a
chamber. A bell was sounded and Electric shock came through
the floor. Soon dogs learned to jump other shock-proof side of the
chamber as soon as the bell rung. Dogs in second group were kept in
a chamber where there was no shock-proof side. Therefore suffering
from electric shock was inevitable. These dogs cried pathetically as
soon as bell rung and suffered. They developed learned helplessness
to such an extent that when they were put into chamber having
shock-proof side, they did not attempt to Jump over the side. All
efforts to motivate them to jump to shockproof side failed. They
remained in shock giving side. Therefore, people who develop
learned helplessness in them do not respond to any attempt to
bring them to the path of Bahujan mission.
7. Lack of foresight among Bahujans :- Objective evaluation
of current situation is precondition for developing a foresight.
Without foresight you can not apprehend what would be the future
outcomes. Lack of foresight springs out of dependency mentality.
Person suffering with dependency mentality can not evaluate any
situation objectively because he expects every thing such as thinking,
planning, action etc to be done by the leaders and not by himself.
A mother is inclined not to see faults in her child because she
loves him so much. Similarly a Bahujan with dependency mentality
is afraid of every responsibility therefore he not only avoids rational
assessment of situation but subconsciously ignores glaring evidences
of betrayal by fake leaders or contradiction between what the fake

leader says and what he does.
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To give a practical example, a leader of Bahujan white-collar
employee's organization, since last several years is only talking
about launching a Jan-Andolan (a people's movement) about which
neither he ever made any preparation nor he has ever launched any
such agitation. He did not even explained what will be nature of this
so called Jan-Andolan. Not a single member of his organization
dared to ask him the action plan or a blue-print of this Jan-Andolan.
Thus, Bahujans without foresight accept blindly what their leader
says and regularly fill his coffer by contributions, while remaining
themselves in the illusion of mission work being done.

Part II

Fake Struggle in a Nutshell
A Fake Struggle is any struggle, activity or practice being carried
out which instead of any progress, wastes money, time and energy of
Bahujan masses and may even physically harm them, consequently
weakening them and benefiting the exploiters.
The Bahujan masses are under the illusion that so called struggle
being carried out by their leaders is genuine. The exploiters to
strengthen this illusion make propaganda through their ManuMedia that such struggle being carried out by Bahujans is a genuine
and encounter it as if it is a real threat.
It serves two purposes 1) Keep Bahujans under illusion and 2)
derive sadistic satisfaction through vengeance against Bahujans by
inflicting them physical and economic harm.

Examples of fake struggle or activity
Few examples of fake activities, or struggles are as under.

1. Future Promises
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Whenever Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar talked about any
problem of Bahujan masses he simultaneously presented a complete
action plan of how the problem will be solved. Fake leaders on
the other hand never have any blueprint for solving any of the
problems of the exploited and oppressed masses. Today's fake
party leaders put the solution in future such as "When we will
come to power we will solve this problem".
We have gone through the programs of all major political
parties, peasants and workers organizations, student and youth
organizations. Nobody has a blueprint to solve any problem in
present. All talk about future.

In the cartoon above, a fake leader riding the donkey has a bunch
of grass tied to a stick well ahead of the donkey. The bunch of grass is
"Bright future Promises" (an attractive program of an organization
which can never be achieved). Donkey represents duped workers
of his organization who carry the fake leader in the hope of bright
future. Fake leader has bag of Dollars earned through behind the
curtain deals with the exploiters. He is being enrich by the labour of
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the duped workers. Because of their dependency mentality, cadres
are not capable of understanding how the promised programs
can never be achieved or the so called actions are fruitless.

2. No Progressive Empowerment of Masses
All programs of an organization should be presently achievable,
and should be empowering masses in progression. More stronger
the masses become more effectively they will launch their struggle
against exploitation and oppression.
Fake leaders can not strive to empower masses in progression
because this requires 1) to study the problems from its every
angle 2) will have to develop mechanism and infrastructure at
very grass root level to solve the solvable problems. Doing this is
suicidal for their selfish interests :- i) self sufficient local leadership
will emerge at very grass-root level. They may no more need their
fake leaders. ii) The infrastructure created to solve the problem
will consume most of the economical resources and very little or
nothing will come to the coffer of the fake leadership at center.
Therefore, no fake leader will go for creating infrastructure to
solve presently solvable programs. He would be happy in keeping
his members trapped and duped under future promises as shown in
the cartoon.
3. Lip Service only
Bahujan organizations in general offer only lip service and do
nothing to help the Dalit-Bahujan victims of Arya-Brahminist
violence. They will only issue statements, speak in assembly or in
parliament. At the most they will visit the victims and address press
conferences, organize a public meeting, or take out a procession.
After a week or two the matter subsides. The offenders are
released on bail. They start threatening the victims and the
witnesses. The victim is drained of all his economical resources
in attending court dates and paying lawyers their heavy fee. He
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looses his daily wages every time he visits the court. Ultimately he
is broken psychologically and economically.
When Bahujan victims realize that there in no escape from
Arya-Brahminist oppression they develop a tendency to passively
suffer from it as their inevitable fate. They develop learned
helplessness. Then if somebody shows them effective solution to
escape from their oppression, they do not accept it.
Bahujan masses who develop leaned helplessness are indifferent
to any attempts to retaliate the injustice. It is almost impossible to
bring them to the path of struggle. For their such pathetic state fake
Bahujan leaders are responsible.
4. Lectures in place of Meaningful action
Fake leadership is not capable of launching a meaningful action
that empowers masses in progression without harming masses
physically or economically. Fake leaders only talk. They deliver
only lectures in their public meetings, processions or in debate or
discussion. What is the use of their lectures on the topics which we
are listening since our very childhood.
Suppose a young man desirous of marriage is very expert in
delivering excellent romantic dialogs but is sexually impotent. What
is use of such young man for the girl he proposes ? The fake leaders
are not much different from the impotent young man in example
because both can not bring desirable results.

5. Lack of Self Defense Measures
Because of Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Dalits are more
politically aware than other segments of Bahujan communities.
Therefore Dalits always try to bring OBC and other communities
into their struggle for social justice.
Other communities have basic logic "if you can not protect
yourselves from Arya-Brahminist violence then how can you
protect us ? They are 100% correct. Political awareness alone is
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not sufficient. One must develop ability and mechanism to protect
the community from Arya-Brahminist violence and oppression.
Present Dalit movement is a complete failure because they do
not have an effective Self-defense youth force to protect themselves.
Fake leaders will never develop effective social defense measures
at grass root level because :1. All fake leaders directly or indirectly are stooges of AryaBrahmin leaders. Some directly serve them (Pre-Election alliance)
while other make post-election alliance with exploiters. Some
leaders concede to Arya-Brahmin leaders because of fear of CBI.
2. Stooge leaders know very well that if they raise community
self defense mechanism, Arya-Brahminists will prefer and
promote his rival stooge Bahujan leader. His political career will
be at stake. Therefore fake leaders do only lip service.
3. Creating self defense mechanisms at grass root level means
creating an infra-structure capable of fighting against injustice.
Such infra-structure will have effective local leadership which
may become threat to central leadership. How fake leaders can
transfer leadership power to grass root levels ?
4. Creating any genuine infrastructure to solve any problem
would consume most of the local resources and very little or no
money shall come to the coffer of the fake central leadership.

6. Fake Leaders keep Bahujan Masses oppressed !
Leaders of Bahujan organizations need atrocities on Bahujan
masses unabated so that Bahujans automatically come into their
organizations and support them by every means. In Bihar, Ranvir
Sena which is armed organization of Arya-Brahminists and which
has been killing Dalits, OBCs and Adivasis were protected by all
parties in rule. As per reports, BJP, Congress, RJD etc party leaders
had friendly connections with Ranvir Sena leaders.
Leaders raising slogan of Sarva Samaj, fearing loss of Arya-
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Brahminist votes, will not take any meaningful action against AryaBrahminist oppressors.

7. Fake Leaders have no priority programs !
Because fake leaders are only interested in extracting as much
money and other benefits they can extract by duping the Bahujan
masses, they have no priority of issues to work sincerely upon.
Therefore, every time the subject matter of their talk is
different because topics are meant only to be lectured and not to
be implemented. Several years ago in Nagpur, one organization of
white-color employees had special series of lectures on the survival
problems of Bengali Dalits refugees living since several decades in
India. Except lectures, nothing was done. Lot of donation etc was
extracted from the Bengali Dalits. The moment conference was
finished the matter was finished like the proverb "Raat Gayi Baat
Gayi". Such is the insensitivity of fake leaders.
Fake leaders do not decide their work priorities on issues which
can be solved with abilities and resources of the organization,
because this involves doing lot of research, developing new skills,
taking risks and utilizing all economical resources to solve the
problem. This is too much for a fake leader.
He has the ability to deliver lectures, ability to dupe the masses
and has tons of cowardice.

8. Exposing Exploitation and Oppression Verbally

Leaders, activists and intellectuals feel pride in exposing the
exploitation, oppression and evil plans of the exploiters. Through
their lectures, articles, TV or Radio shows and internet blogs they go
on giving details of such events - without presenting any effective
and fool-proof action-plan which masses can implement against
such exploitation and oppression. At the most they say - people
should oppose or revolt. They forget that masses are dependent upon
leaders for any action against oppression. Leaders are fake. Then how
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can dependency stuck masses themselves start such a struggle or
revolt ? Such is the intellectual bankruptcy of these intellectuals,
fake leaders and the activists. Such activists or intellectuals
usually are treated as heroes among the Bahujans but in reality
knowingly or unknowingly they are rendering valuable service to
the exploitation system. We explain this as under :- When we read,
see or hear about victimization of Bahujans and nobody doing
anything then we get angry. Anger soon converts into frustration
if nothing can be done. Severe mental tension is created. To get rid
off this severe mental tension, our mind creates rationalization
that such victimization is a natural fate of Bahujans and we accept
it as inevitable. This mental phenomena in psychology is called as
cognitive dissonance. Because of this phenomena we have accepted
so many evil things as normal and unavoidable. For example, we
consider corruption is everywhere, nobody does anything against
it hence unavoidable. Therefore we give bribe accepting it as normal
phenomena. Now we have accepted that leaders are meant for
corruption. We are neither angry nor surprised for such incidents.
We take police brutality, fake encounters and third degree torture
in police custody as unavoidable. Even our TV serials and movies
glorify such acts. Any girl entering into film industry assumes that a
casting couch is unavoidable and a norm.
Therefore, when we talk about any victimization we must
compulsorily present an implementable action plan which the
common masses can implement themselves. Arya-Brahmin
perpetrators must be harmed in all possible ways. Then only we
can hope of preventing exploitation and oppression.

9. Reacting in self-defeating manner
Usually Bahujan organizations suffering with herd mentality react
in a self-defeating manner. Our money, time and energy is wasted.
People get physically harmed and suffer for a prolonged period. For
example, when we call a procession police may start cane charging.
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Several will get injured. Police indiscriminately file cases against
under several sections. Many youths are prevented from getting a
job because of these cases. Court cases are dragged years after year.
Arya-Brahminists leaders or their agents infiltrated in the
movement will burn the government buses, railway coaches and
so on. Ultimately these losses are recovered from Bahujan masses
by imposing more tax. Arya-Brahmin officers may get commission
from buying new buses and from repair works.
People sat on hunger strikes for months without any result.
Peaceful hunger strikers are attacked by police. Many go for "fill
Jails" movements. Only people will be harmed because people will
be released after filing cases against them. In America, jail inmates
compulsorily work in the factories for meager wages. Same thing can
happen in India as well.
What we should have done instead is : In every Dalit Bahujan locality in a social utility place we could
have arranged meeting of citizens (without any loud speaker),
condemned the incident, and collectively taken an oath to :1) boycott Manuist newspapers, 2) boycott all paid dish TV
companies 3) boycott products of companies who support Manuist
organizations. 4) Defeat the political party and the persons
responsible for the action.
Bahujan masses are easily provoked by insulting statue of
Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Periyar, etc. As a result communal
tension is created between the masses who are followers of Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar and masses who are under the influence of Arya-Brahmin
religion. From such conflicts only Arya-Brahminists are benefited.
The proper action is to clean the statues and start campaign to
expose why Arya-Brahminists have provoked this act. Bahujans
should make aware Bahujan section under the influence of AryaBrahmins who have committed the provocative act that how the
Arya-Brahminists have deprived this section of their rights.
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10. Conferences of Fake Leaders
Several Bahujan organizations organize huge yearly conferences.
Members and sympathizers gather from different places of country
spending their money, time and energy. In these conferences only
lectures are delivered. We have been listening such lectures almost
since our childhood. What is the use of such lectures at the cost of
spending millions of rupees, time and energy of thousands ? These
lectures do not harm the Arya-Brahmins or their exploitation system.
No doubt, the participants of such useless conferences are
temporarily charged with the feeling of power. In night, street
dogs also gather and feel powerful and bark at anyone who is in
the sight to show their power. Next morning these dogs are again
helpless, bitten with sticks or stone pelted.
The same amount could have been spent on victimized Bahujans.
For example, Dalits of Mirchpur, Gohana and other places of
Haryana were killed, their houses were burned and survivors fled
out of the village. These Dalits since last several years have been
living in Delhi. They are not allowed to return back to their village.
Even no person from the village is allowed to speak to these Dalits
residing in Delhi. Anybody talking to them will have to pay penalty
of several thousands to the Panchayat of the oppressor community.
When we have hundreds of such cases before us how can we
take luxury of throwing away millions of rupees in these worthless
conferences and not spending a single penny on these DalitBahujans. Such is intellectual bankruptcy of Bahujan cadres.
These conferences are arranged to show exploiters leader's
strength so that from behind the curtain, deals can be made to
divide votes in election. Deals can be made that masses duped by
the leader will be prevented from joining any meaningful struggle.
Fake leaders in conference make hot lectures which gives
impression that Bahujan mission is progressing ahead. Participants
lack the ability to perceive that speeches of the fake leaders in the
conference are not going to harm exploiters or help Bahujans any
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way. Usually leaders organize such conferences to :1) charge members of their organization with the spirit of
illusionary power so that they are ready to empty their pockets
more easily,
2) show numerical strength of their organization to different
parties to demand more seats in alliance.
3) to sell themselves at higher price to some ruling party for
dividing Bahujan votes selectively to help certain Arya-Brahmins.
4. To make deal with exploiters that participants duped by them
will not join any true struggle against the exploitation system.

11. Imposed Arya-Brahmin leadership
Time to time Arya-Brahminist governments to benefit their
Arya-Brahmins or multinational companies displace Adivasi and
farmers from their land. Adivasi and farmers organize themselves
in retaliation. At the very moment Arya-Brahmin leaders such as
Medha Patkar etc come and grab leadership and misguide the whole
struggle and serve the Arya-Brahmin exploiters. Any struggle led by
Arya-Brahmin leadership invariably is a fake struggle.
Many Arya-Brahminist intellectuals posing as sympathizers, also
try to lead Bahujan struggle astray. These intellectuals can act as
informers for the very oppressors.
The Bahujan masses suffering with inferiority complex gladly
accept Arya-Brahminist leadership in their struggle.

12. Reformist movements
No reform is possible in any system of exploitation because,
its intention is to keep masses weak and helpless. In spite of that,
Arya-Brahmin leaders, and many NGOs usually launch time to time
movements to implement a reformist program as a solution. This
attempt is nothing but to dupe the Bahujan masses.
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How can we forget that there are many attractive provisions in the
constitution of the country. But all these provisions that are meant
to protect masses are deliberately ignored. There is provision of self
rule for Adivasis in Adivasi areas which is never implemented. AryaBrahmin judges select their own brethren. Stringent laws are rarely
applied against Arya-Brahmin culprits, On the contrary Bahujans are
framed in false cases. Which law or rule should be relaxed, ignored
or strictly implemented is done selectively looking at the caste of
the person. What is the use of the so called Jan lokpal which was
hyped by media as the savior of mankind. All such movements are
simply to fool the Bahujan masses.

13. Unproductive Ceremonial functions
It require no special skills in collecting money from Dalit-Bahujans
for 14th April etc ceremonial functions. Lectures, entertainment
programs are arranged. Considering whole Dalit community, an
enormous amount is spent on these functions. This pomp and show
is of no use for victimized Dalit-Bahujans.
We could have celebrated these occasions with most simplicity
and diverted most of its amount in helping victimized DalitBahujans and empowering them.

14. Priests and their harmful rituals and traditions
According to Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, priest is the
evil genius who has killed rational thinking (Samma-Diti) of the
masses. Priests have converted every religion a conglomeration of
superstitions and costly rituals upon which the priest feeds and
exploitation system thrives. Bahujan masses on the other hand
are broken financially and become rationally bankrupt.
Every festival such as Holi and Diwali puts heavy financial burden
on the Bahujans. Many Bahujans have to borrow from money lenders
for the marriages of their children. Whatever is mortgaged can never
be freed. Many have died of dowry. In spite of these detrimental
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effects, no Bahujan leader has even went against the priest and his
useless, superstitious, costly social and religious rituals because these
leaders can not go against the tide and risk their leadership and
incoming flow of money by such superstitious believers.
When a priest has information of every member of your house,
about strengths and weaknesses of everybody, he can misuse the
information to benefit somebody which might harm your family
members. Priest is just like a spy in your family.

15. Indulging in worthless issues
Every agitation Should empower Bahujans while weaken
the Arya-Brahminists. Indulging in worthless issues weakens
Bahujans and strengthen Arya-Brahminist exploiters.
The fake leaders and agent provocateurs of the exploiters, try
to lead struggle astray by dragging masses into worthless or self
defeating issues. For example :- 1) whether to call Scheduled Tribes
as Adivasi or not, 2) Vipasyana or no Vippasyana and so on. With
such issues their intention is to create disputes among the sections
of Bahujans and divide them. What difference will it make if we
call ourself Adivasi or Tribe ? Is it going to stop our victimization,
exploitation and oppression ? If Vippasyana makes a person
incapable of fighting against the exploiters, then why to waste our
time in making them capable. Instead why not use our valuable time
and energy on our priority issues such as protecting masses from
Arya-Brahminist victimization and oppression.
Agent provocateurs may ask you to start agitation to fight
against the rituals and ceremonies of Arya-Brahmin religion being
performed in Indian Army. They may ask you to agitate against
unique identification (UID) known as Adhar. Though these issues
are important theoretically, agitation on these issues only drains
your money, time and energy and will also cause physical harm. Why
to waste our energy and time on issues that weaken ourselves. We
should rather concentrate our energy in protecting and empowering
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Bahujan masses in progression which is our highest priority task.

16. Admirers of Arya-Brahminist Idols
Bahujans must be careful about anybody giving an impression
of being "progressive " and a well wisher of Bahujan masses but
simultaneously praises Gandhi, Nehru etc Arya-Brahminist, Manuist
idols and with false arguments present them in an acceptable form.
Either such persons are ignorant or shrewd enough to instill
Manuist poison in the minds of Bahujans step be step. Do not trust
such persons no matter which organization they belong to. If they
are really ignorant and sincere after knowing reality of these idols
they will mend their ways and start condemning Gandhi etc AryaBrahminists for their Anti-Bahujanist acts. If they do not mend
their ways Bahujans should treat such persons as per their merits.
These days fake communist students leaders have started singing
"Hame Chahiye Azadi, Ambedkar Wali Azadi, Gandhi Wali Azadi"
and so on. They are putting Gandhi and Ambedkar on same side.
Such communist student leaders glorify Hindu god Rama, Brahmin
Tulsidas, Kalidas etc.who said "Shudra, Ganvar, Pashu Nari, Sab hu
Tadan Ke Adhikari". What is the height of intellectual bankruptcy
of followers, sorry, Bhakts of Ambedkar who are duped when
Ambedkar's slogans are chanted. Nobody told them that keep your
Gandhi, Nehru, Rama, Tulsidas and Kalidas with you, we have
already forsaken them. If you want Ambedkar first leave your idols
in your home, do not bring them here.
We must ask these fake student leaders to start agitation
to implement reservation and stop victimizations of SC,ST,
OBC students; agitation to implement womens' reservation bill
ensuring quota for SC,ST, OBC and minority community women;
to distribute immence wealth Hindu Temples on Hindu farmer
families who have committed suicide; to start agitation to free
Devdasis from Hindu Temples and so on.
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Fate of Various Bahujan Organizations
We do not expect birds to swim under water and fish to fly, because
we know their limitations. Similarly, if we analyze every organization
their limitations, we shall never hope beyond their capabilities.
Imitating Arya-brahminist Indira Gandhi every leader
concentrated dictatorial power in his own hand. In order to retain
his monopoly, he never allows anybody to become stronger. All
persons around him are "Yes men". Such organizations can not
prosper beyond the state of the party dictator. For Arya-Brahmin
votes one such organization has clubbed together exploiter class and
exploited masses and started preaching sermons of "Sarva Samaj".
There are white collar organizations of employees who are
bound by service rules hence can not cross a specified limit in their
agitation. There are Bahujan leaders who are known stooges of
Arya-Brahmin leaders. There are also leaders who talk against AryaBrahmins but support them after elections. There are organization
leaders who from behind the curtain make deal with exploiters to
divide votes in elections and ensure them that masses duped by them
will never join real struggle. Thus in the end they all are friends of
Arya-Brahminists. How all these organizations can fight against the
exploitation and oppression of the masses ?
There was a time when Bahujans were prevented to vote. When
Bahujans started insisting upon their right to vote, EVM machines are
brought to manipulate whole election result. Arya-Brahminists have
already brought under their control judiciary, bureaucracy, election
commission, police, CBI, etc institution making constitution of India
meaningless. In spite of glaring example against EVM machines,
EVMs will stay shamelessly. Very soon whole electioneering system
will collapse and Arya-Brahminists will shamelessly impose their
Hindu-Rashtra constitution. Under this situation all political party
leaders will become irrelevant.
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Part III

Genuine Struggle in a Nutshell

Genuine struggle is any activity that strengthens and empowers
Bahujan masses in progression with minimum possible resources,
efforts and almost no physical harm; while weaken the AryaBrahminists and their exploitation system.
Genuine struggle for social Justice can be launched at three levels
:- 1) Personal Empowerment, 2) Family Empowerment and 3) Social
Empowerment. First two are of vital importance because they
create solid foundation for social Empowerment. They are almost
free from any interference of exploiters or their agents.

Personal Empowerment
1. Health promoting Habits
Primary concern of every person should be to keep his body
healthier. Exploiters try to keep you physically, psychologically as
well as economically weak. Medical and pharmaceutical industry
can run only if you are constantly suffer with with diseases such as
cancer, blood pressure, diabetics and so on. Therefore, any attempts
to produce permanent cure to these diseases are violently opposed.
Alternative therapies are condemned and their scientists are even
killed. By keeping yourself healthy you automatically weaken
exploiters economically.

Sound health is result of healthy habits :a) Avoiding toxins and harmful substances :- They are
available in our day to day use items. For example soap and hand
wash that we use contain harmful substances. Floor cleaning liquids,
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mosquito repellents, insecticides etc are more harmful than they
are of any use. The items made of plastic contain harmful substance
known as BPA. The list of such substances and items is very long. Do
not buy these items, instead use indigenous harmless methods. They
will save you lot of money. Your will not make exploiters rich.
b) Avoiding toxic food :- The harmful food is genetically
modified vegetables, GMO seeds, GMO fruits, GMO animals and
birds. We should carefully avoid them and use organic food which
is naturally grown without use of any pesticides. The animals should
not have given hormone injections to increase their growth, to
increase their milk etc. These hormones come into animal flesh and
milk and milk products which are detrimental to our health.
We must keep ourselves away from chemically processed foods
such as junk-food, trans-fats (Dalda Etc), chemically treated refined
oils, coffee, and soft drinks of all kind. They are not only harmful to
our health but are made addictive.
c) Eat healthy food :- Healthy food is a food that help you
to maintain your body slightly alkaline which is between pH level of
7-8. Below pH level 7 the body becomes acidic and may develop all
sorts of ailments. Most of the green vegetables are alkaline.
d) Proper exercise and rest :- It is most important that you
have regular exercise in morning at least for 30 minutes. The Rule of
exercise is never let your body go out of breathe. The golden rule
is you should enjoy the exercise and not strain your body to the
extent that it produces stress. Stress leads to secretion of stress
hormone Cortosal detrimental to physical and mental health.
You must provide adequate rest so that your body has enough
opportunity to recover and grow. Four day exercise a week can be a
good choice. Similarly, at least 8 hour sound sleep is must for better
body functioning.

2 Keep yourself free from stress
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Stress is not only detrimental to your body but also to your
mental health. Stress drains your mental resources and produces
bodily changes that upset your digestive system. You can remain
healthy with little food but can not remain healthy when stress is
your constant companion.
In order to avoid stress, you will have to lean effective strategies
to deal with different situations that produce stress. First of all, make
a list of all types of persons and situations you have to deal with.
Secondly think rationally about what is the most beneficial way of
dealing with such persons or situations. Once you decide strategy
in advance, for each type of person and situation, you will not
behave irrationally in a harmful way. It will keep yourself free from
tensions. To make the point clear following example might be useful
:- Mr. A went to a barber shop for hair cut. After hair cut he asked
how much he has to pay. Barber said Rs. 20/-. Mr. A was surprised of
such a low amount. Next moment barber said "you regularly come
and do not know that hair cut charges are Rs. 50/-. Mr. A said sorry
and calmly went away. Henceforth he never went to that barber.
Barber lacked insight how he should talk to his customers. We talk
to our friends, to our servant, to our boss, to our children in different
ways. We do not mix roles. For example we can not talk with our boss
the way we talk to our servant and so on. Barber should not have
mixed his roles. Mr. A learnt a lesson that he should never become
frank with persons like barber, should limit his talk to the task
only. Dalit Bahujans are unsuccessful in their business and many
walks of life because they do not have a rationally developed prestrategy to deal with different persons and situations. As a result]
they unnecessarily quarrel, indulge in useless unproductive and
harmful arguments. The result is tension. One should think not
only of immediate consequences of his action but also in long run.

3. Avoid Allopathy medicine

Always take second and third medical opinion before taking any
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allopathy medicine. Allopathy medicines should be used only in
an emergency situation until the emergency situation is remains. It
has became clear that allopathy only is concerned with suppressing
symptoms of a disease. It is not concerned to address the root cause
of disease. Disease develops if your body has toxins. Acidic body
soon becomes toxic. Therefore, one should get rid of toxins by eating
healthy alkaline foods and adopting a healthy lifestyle.
Allopathy medicines give only temporary relief :- While you are
cleaning your room, if somebody is throwing dirt into your room.
What you will do ? Certainly you will stop cleaning your room and
first ensure that dirt is not being thrown into your room. Thus, you
are dealing first with the new situation. In the same way, disease
symptoms is body's attempt to get rid of toxins from the body.
But when you throw allopathy medicine into your body, which
itself is a toxin, body stops dealing with previous toxins (so disease
symptoms disappear) and starts dealing with the new toxin which
is the allopathy medicine. Disease symptoms disappear but disease
is suppressed to deeper level that produces more harm in long run.
Therefore, less you take allopathy medicine more healthy you will
become. You can remain healthy living with healthy habits.

4. Stay Away From Harmful Gazettes
1. Microwave Oven :- Microwaves rip apart the molecular bonds
that make food to be “food.” Microwave ovens hurl high- frequency
microwaves that boil the moisture within food and its packaging
by whipsawing water molecules dizzyingly back-and-forth at more
than a billion reversals per second. This frantic friction fractures
food molecules, rearranging their chemical composition into weird
new configurations unrecognizable as food by human bodies. By
destroying the molecular structures of food, the body can’t help but
turn the food into “nuclear waste.”Did you know that microwavetreated water won't sprout seeds ? Russian researchers have found
decreased nutritional value, cancer-making compounds and brain
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damaging radiolytics in virtually all microwave-prepared foods.
Eating microwave-prepared meals can also cause loss of memory,
loss of concentration, emotional instability, and a decline in
intelligence, according to the research. The Russian scientists also
found decreased nutritional value – or significant dimming of
their “vital energy field” – in up to 90% of all microwave-prepared
foods. In addition, the B complex, C and E vitamins linked with
stress-reduction and the prevention of cancer and heart disease –
as well as the essential trace minerals needed for optimum brain
and body functioning – were rendered useless by microwaves,
even at short cooking durations.
Microwave usage has been found to lead to lymphatic disorders
and an inability to protect the body against certain cancers. The
research found increased rates of cancer cell formation in the
blood of people eating microwave-cooked meals. The Russians
also reported increased rates of stomach and intestinal cancers,
as well as digestive and excretive disorders – plus a higher
percentage of cell tumors, including sarcoma. Other side-effects
of microwaves include: 1. High blood pressure, 2. Migraine, 3.
Dizziness, 4. Stomach pain, 5. Anxiety, 6. Hair loss, 7. Appendicitis,
8. Cataracts, 9. Reproductive disorders, 10. Adrenal exhaustion,
11. Heart disease, 12. Memory loss, 13.Attention disorders, 14.
Increased crankiness, 15. Depression, 16. Disconnected thoughts,
17. Sleep disturbance, 18. Brain damage. Eating microwavedamaged foods can lead to a considerable stress response in the
body, and thereby, alter the blood chemistry. Therefore, use of
microwave ovens is banned in Russia and many other countries.
2. Risks of Ultrasound Scans :- There are cases of women recorded
by the Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services
(AIMS), England, who aborted their perfectly fit and healthy babies
as a result of misinterpreted scans. It is almost impossible to estimate
how many women went through similar ordeals since most of them
are not reported. Millions of women around the world, without being
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aware of the potential health hazards of ultrasounds, are participating
in the largest medical experiment of all times. Their babies are the
guinea pigs in this experiment. They become vulnerable to external
and internal harmful influences when their delicate electromagnetic
fields are distorted, misaligned or damaged by highly concentrated
doses of ultrasound; exposure to that is neither natural nor suitable
for any human being.
An Ultrasound scan should only be considered if a woman suffers
localized pain or complications for which a doctor or midwife cannot
find a plausible reason.

5. Say No to Vaccines
Various vaccines contain Sodium Hydroxide (caustic soda, soda
lye.) can burn eyes, skin and internal organs. Can cause lung and
tissue damage, blindness, and fatal if swallowed. Formaldehyde
effects the nervous system and cause cancer. May cause insomnia,
coughing, headaches, nausea, nosebleeds, and skin rashes. There
is no safe level of formaldehyde to be ingested. Hydrochloric acid
can destroy tissue upon direct contact. Thimerosal is a mercury
derivative and causes brain and liver damages and cancer. Melissa
Ross revealed documents that prove the CDC knew Thimerosal used
in Measles vaccines was linked to autism and deliberately covered it
up. Phosphates suffocate all forms of aquatic life. Aluminum causes
tangles of nerve fibres, leading to Alzheimer’s Disease. Polysorbate
80 is linked to infertility in mice. Methyl mercury, MSG, carbolic
acid (phenol), mercury, are other poisons. Decomposed proteins
can cause botulism, salmonella or other types of body poisoning.
Vaccines contain decomposed protein taken from pustules on sick
animals or putrefied eggs mixed with deadly drugs.
Authorities on vaccination agree that vaccines are designed to
cause a mild case of the diseases they are supposed to prevent. But
there is no way to predict whether the case will be mild, severe or
deadly. Because vaccines are all poison they do damage in 100%
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cases. The damage ranges from sudden death to chronic diseases
in later years. Repeated, vaccination exhausts the immune system,
opens the door wide to all kinds of illnesses including AIDS.
Studies showed post vaccine encephalitis i.e. brain damage.
In an article in Science, March 4, 1977, Jonas and Darrell Salk
warn that, “Live virus vaccines against influenza or poliomyelitis
may in each instance produce the disease it intended to prevent. The
Spanish influenza epidemic of 1918 was caused by vaccinations.
The vaccine becomes a time bomb in the system, festering as what
are known as “slow viruses”, which may take ten to thirty years to
become virulent. Many vaccines also cause other diseases besides
the one for which they are given. Such as syphilis, paralysis, leprosy,
cancer, spinal meningitis, blindness, tuberculosis, two to twenty
years after the shot; arthritis, kidney disease, nerve damage, heart
disease, heart failure sometimes within minutes after the shot and
sometimes several hours later.
Dr. W. B. Clarke of Indiana, finds that “Cancer was practically
unknown until compulsory vaccination with cowpox vaccine
began to be introduced. I have had to deal with at least two
hundred cases of cancer, and I never saw a case of cancer in an
not-vaccinated person.”
Vaccination causes children to grow up with physical, mental
and emotional disabilities of varying degrees. In Ontario, it is
recommended that infants receive up to 24 injections before age 1 on
a baby body with a barely- formed immune system. It’s no wonder
people drop dead after the shots.
For more details read our book 'Impending Satanist World Order".
It is available free at our website :- https://www.bahujanmarch.org

6. Do not take Synthetic Vitamins
Vitamins are always present in natural foods in complex form i.e.
with other minerals and vitamins and together they benefit our body.
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In fact once a vitamin is separated from the food complex in which
it occurs naturally, it loses its nutritional value. Our bodies view
the synthetic vitamins as toxic substances that need to be rapidly
eliminated. Hence the unusual odor or color of urine you may
notice after consuming multi-vitamins.
A stalk of celery or a serving of greens has more absorbable
vitamins and minerals than a bottle of synthetic vitamin tablets.
Drugs, including over-the-counter medications usually alter your
glandular system and will affect your calcium and phosphorous
ratios. Prescription and recreational drugs, along with cigarettes,
may alter your body's ability to utilize nutrients from food.
Many, but not all calcium supplements contain forms of calcium
that are not recognized by your body. Non-absorbable calcium raises
blood calcium levels in an unhealthy way which can lead to excess
calculus deposits.
One report issued by the University of Tromso in Norway showed
that the long-term intake of vitamin D at the dosage of just slightly
above the 400 IU recommended amount (many people take as much
as 4,000 to 5,000 IU per day !) may trigger a heart attack and cause
degenerative joint disease and arthritis. To obtain vitamin D, the
best and cheapest source is sunlight. The best source of healthy
vitamins is fresh fruit, vegetables, legumes, nuts, seeds, etc. Fruits
and vegetables also contain important health-essential nutrients
known as phytochemicals – nature’s food coloring agents.

7. Stay away from Alcohol Consumption
Alcohol is estrogen producing therefore reduces male
hormone called as testosterone. Testosterone is responsible
for penis erection and other male related characteristics. Thus
alcohol consumption can become one important factor in male
erectile dysfunction (ED). Alcohol contributes to dehydration of
body. Drinking one glass of beer results in the body forfeiting up to
three glasses of water. Alcohol is full of calories, and heavy drinking
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is a serious health hazard, including premature death due to liver
cirrhosis. Chronic alcohol use is detrimental to brain cells and may
cause them to die.
The two major alcohol-related brain disorders are alcoholic
Korsakoff ’s syndrome and alcoholic dementia. Korsakoff ’s syndrome
is a brain disorder caused by a deficiency of thiamine (vitamin B1),
and major symptoms include severe memory loss, false memory,
lack of insight, poor conversation skills, and apathy. In Korsakoff ’s
syndrome, loss of neurons is a common feature, including
microbleeding in certain regions of gray matter. In an alcoholic,
when Wernicke’s encephalopathy appears along with Korsakoff ’s
syndrome, it is called Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome.
Alcoholics in general have a reduced brain weight compared to
nondrinkers. Women’s brains are more susceptible to alcohol-related
damage than are men’s brains.
Chronic heavy consumption of alcohol increases the risk of
heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke, various types of cancer,
severe liver disease (including liver cirrhosis), sudden death from
heart disease, and, for women, risk of miscarriage and fetal alcohol
syndrome. Drinking beer, even one drink per day, increases the risk
of developing gout in men. Individuals who drank spirits (even one
drink a day) also had a somewhat increased risk of developing gout,
although the risk was highest among beer drinkers.
Alchohol consumption is costly, it drains your money and
disturbs whole family.

8. Develop Rational Behavior
Developing rational behavior is basic requirement of freeing
oneself from the bondages of all kinds of fetters. Therefore, exploiters
destroy rational thinking of people through religious superstitions
and mind enslaving and bankrupting traditions.
One should start question every action before implementing it.
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Do not accept anything blindly because someone in authority says
so or it is said in a scripture. Do not give any importance to who said
a particular thing, what his status is or how the said thing is looking
attractive but rationally analyze whether it is useful to you and your
family now as well as in distant future. Certain things may look
profitable presently but may become harmful in long run. Accepting
help from a criminal may be beneficial now but in future he may
drag you helping him in his crime which may prove very harmful.
One should not think of its immediate consequences but also
consequences in very long run. Therefore developing future insight
in all matters is most essential requirement for keeping oneself free
from all fetters and troubles.

9. Promoting mental health
Sound mental health depends upon how happy and
contented you are in your life, how much meaningful life you are
living. Repetitive and monotonous life produces dissatisfaction.
Greed , laziness and envy are enemies of happiness. A greedy
and envious person craves for what he does not have. He considers
himself poor before a wealthier in spite of he himself being wealthy.
There is no end to one's greed. He may be an Industrialist or a king,
even he may acquire everything available on the earth he will not
become happy. Because, he is afraid that any of his secret rivals
may topple him of his position. He strains himself in retaining his
position. He is not getting sound sleep because of these worries.
Because he eats plenty of delicious food daily, the food does not
satisfy him because his body is not really hungry. Real taste comes
from hunger. A hungry person feels an ordinary food most tasty.
Body and mind gets satisfied when a hungry person eats food
enriched with essential nutrients. This feeling is unique.
Comfort and happiness are altogether different things.
Happiness is not contingent upon costly luxurious things.
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Children receive joy and happiness from playing with their claytoys. Happiness comes through good and healthy interpersonal
relations. One may experience true happiness from living a
meaningful and socially useful life full of Pradnya (Knowledge
acquired through rational thinking), Sheel (good moral
character), and Karuna (compassion for other fellow beings).
With these virtues a person enjoys a meaningful socially useful
life and receives genuine respect and love from others.
Development of Pradnya, Sheel and Karuna is result of
introspection and realization that greed, envy and jealousy are
enemy of happiness (Pradnya).

10. Learning differential Behavior
Learning differential behavior is result of application of rational
thinking and developing foresight and derive strategy of behaving
with different type of persons in different situations in advance. Thus
one knows well how to react in different situations or behave with
different type of persons. One who has not developed such strategy in
advance, usually is confused and makes wrong moves. Consequently
there is unnecessary dispute that may result in conflict, enmity and
violence. Such a persons suffer from stress in their life.
We will make the point more clear from our previous example of
barber and Mr. A :- Mr. A had developed strategy in advance how
to behave different persons in different situations. A person who
has not developed an advance strategy would have argued that it
is not his duty to remember charges for hair cut. It is the duty of
hair dresser to tell his costumers whenever they ask hair cut charges.
He has no right to mock his costumers etc. Mr. A knew very well
that there was no use in arguing with the barber. Arguments would
have lead to injured self of at least one person but usually of both,
had wasted time, energy and resulted in mental stress. Barber on
the other hand was devoid of any useful behavioral strategy for his
profession. He did not know that one has to behave differently with
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different persons,. Costumer has to be treated like a costumer not
like a friends or servant. As a result Barber was the looser not Mr. A.
Sometimes there is very dangerous situation when one is among
rowdy persons who may physically harm him. If he has already
developed a strategy of behaving with them then he can escape
unharmed from that situation. Therefore, make a list of types of
persons you are likely to deal with including member of your
family and relatives. Think over what behavior would lead to tense
relations and what would maintain these relations in a healthy way.
How much close you should be with a particular one or how much
distance one has to maintain with others. When you rationally think
of everything in advance considering every pros and cons you are
developing Pradnya or knowledge through rational thinking.

11. Self-defense Education
Self defense education is must for every person, particularly for
Bahujans. Not only one is able to protect himself from dangerous
situations, but also he develops confidence and get rid off his
inferiority feelings. The best way is to replace normal exercise with
the self-defense exercise. Not only your body will get exercise but
also you will learn martial art and other skills. There are plenty of
videos on you tube that can teach you martial arts and self-defense
techniques. One Bahujan skilled in them can teach other Bahujans.

12. First Bahujan Mission, then Organization
Bahujan mission includes all activities that empower them and
are essential to bring down Arya-Brahminist exploitation system
and establish exploitation free social system based on representation
to every community in all fields of life according to their population
size. An activity of a Bahujan mission is any activity which
weakens Arya-Brahminists and their exploitation system, lead
to progressive empowerment of Bahujan masses and strengthens
their struggle against Arya-Brahminist Exploitation system.
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Arya-Brahminists divide and exploit Bahujans belonging to
every field such as students, farmers, youths, women, workers of
various fields and so on. Arya-Brahminists exploiters have their
armed militant organizations such as Ranvir Sena, Bajrang Dal etc
to suppress Bahujans with violence. No single organization can
answer Arya-Brahminists at all these fields. Therefore, we can never
depend on any single Bahujan organization. In order to defeat AryaBrahminists we need to help all those activities of Bahujan mission
no matter who is carrying the Bahujan Mission activity.

13. Contribute money to Mission activity only
If you make money contribution to an organization, then you do
not know how your money is being used. Therefore, make money
contribution only to the activity of Bahujan Mission and not to
organization itself. Bahujans should contribute their laboriously
earned money ensuring that it is used on activity of Bahujan
mission and not on fake activity or fake struggle which does not lead
progressive empowerment of Bahujan masses and weaken AryaBrahminists and their exploitation system.

14. Devote yourself to a missionary activity
Most of the Bahujan organizations contact their followers or
sympathizers not more than 15 times in a year. The organization may
ask them to attend a procession, a public meeting, or may contact
them to collect money contribution to the party. For remaining 350
days of the year, the follower, sympathizer or the member of the
organization do nothing. Therefore, every person belonging to any
organization must devote himself for these 350 days in an activity
of Bahujan mission of his choice and priority which he has chosen
considering all his responsibilities, and liabilities. If everybody of
us is devoted to some activity of Bahujan Mission then only we can
think of defeating Arya-Brahminists.

15. Strengthen Social Media.
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Arya-Brahminist media known as Manu-Media only presents
the exploiters in limelight and hide their crimes. On the other hand,
distort and blackout news of Bahujan masses and defame Bahujan
agitators and activists. Have you ever seen any print or electronic
media exposing Illuminati, Jewish Banking Cartel, Multinational
companies, their depopulation plan, vaccination, WHO, How aids
was spread through the vaccination program of WHO and so on ?
Manu-media will keep you busy in fake issues so that you never
concentrate upon real issues. We not only need to concentrate on
real issues but to make others also aware. Therefore, there is a need
to create a parallel electronic social media on you tube and other
platforms on internet.

16. As a Computer User, Use Linux Mint
1. Why you should install Linux Mint ?
i). Microsoft windows and its softwares costs heavily. Free antivirus and other free utilities irritate by constantly reminding to buy
their professional version. In due course, installed free version might
disable certain features or may deliberately malfunction. In the end
either you have a very unstable system or you spend money for their
professional versions.
ii). Downloading pirated softwares costs heavily in many ways
:- a) At random few persons are booked under piracy laws and
are severely punished. Google keeps record of every web activity
and knows who have illegally downloaded softwares. People
downloading software illegally, unconsciously become prone to be
morally corrupted.
iii). Because source code of windows and its applications is closed,
they only can solve their software issues . They may be unwilling to
do so, because “problem will be resolved with the next version” or
the product may be no longer supported.
iv). Whenever windows applications are installed software
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dependencies (other programs needed to run the software) are also
installed by default. As a result, same dependencies with different
names are installed and thus lot of junk is created and system
becomes slow or unstable.
v). A music player is permitted to use only music files, a word
processor only text files, video player only video files. and so on.
But, anti-virus softwares are given many permissions to scan all
files therefore, Installing an anti-virus software is inviting risks.
Anti-virus software can itself become victim of viruses or may
have inherent weak spots which can infect an anti-virus program.
There is no check on them. They can easily hide their own failure by
blaming recently released viruses, because there is always a big time
gap between release of new viruses and finding their solution and
incorporating that solutions in updates. Windows need anti-virus
software as necessary evil because applications comes from variety
of unpredictable sources.
vi). Windows systems have proprietary hardware. The biggest issue
with proprietary drivers relates to bug fixing. To use a proprietary
driver is to be at the mercy of the hardware manufacturer’s own
development and release schedule. If the driver has a serious bug,
you’ll either have to work around it or put up with troubling issues
until the manufacturer offers an update. Linux is a bit different.
2. Benefits of Linux Mint.
1. Linux operating system as well as all Linux applications are
free of cost. Libre office is a complete office suite. You have GIMP
as photo editing software. Blender is 3D animation software. You
have OpenShot video editor. uGet is very good download manager.
Handbrake as video converter. VLC is top media player. Firefox is
best web browser. Transmission is torrent downloader. Rhythmbox is
a software to play and organize your music. Kde Marble as interactive
globe. Artha is an English dictionary . There are Kalgebra and many
other educational softwares and dozens of games. You find every
type of application in Linux free of cost.
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2. Linux Mint is very similar to windows therefore one should
not experience any problem from switching to Linux mint. Other
Linux distros such as Ubuntu, Red Hat etc are not as user friendly
as Linux Mint is.
3. Linux is very stable and safe computer system because it is an
open code platform i.e. any person knowing programming can read
it's source code. Thousands of programmers out of their hobby and
dedication to Linux community, as well as paid programmers daily
scrutinize the Linux OS and every application created for Linux to
find out weak spots for virus attack and find ways of improving it.
Thus, Linux is not a company but a community dedicated to develop
free software. You do not find Linux applications in Google search
because all Linux softwares have to be downloaded from "Linux
repositories" a website that contain all tested and verified Linux
softwares. If any weak spot is revealed, it is immediately reported
and solved with an update which come almost daily.
Whenever you download any software from Linux repository,
you automatically download dependency softwares needed to run
the program. If your Linux system already has those dependency
softwares, Software manager / synaptic package manager will
download only application software and discard dependencies. This
does not overload Linux system with junk software.
4. You do not have to install any anti-virus program for Linux.
An anti-virus program does not appear in any authentic Linux
repository. Any virus attack, is quickly noticed by Linux community,
solved and fixed through security updates which are released almost
daily. Linux system in reality does not need any anti-virus software
because no virus can enter into Linux Kernel unless it has obtained
your root password. Any company that develops anti-virus software
for Linux, exploits fear of persons who have shifted from windows to
Linux and are conditioned to use an anti-virus program.
5. When you install Linux, you join Linux community.
You realize that the most stable and reliable Linux computer
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system that you are enjoying is the fruit of continuous efforts of
thousands of people dedicated to create free software. Therefore,
you develop sense of community belonging. Unknowingly you
develop mentality of helping others. Thus you march towards
morality, trust, and cooperation.

Family Empowerment
1. Boycott Manuist TVs and Newspapers
By buying Manuist newspapers and magazines and viewing
paid satellite TVs we are empowering Arya-Brahminists while
weakening ourselves economically as well as psychologically.
Electronic and print media of Arya-Brahminists through their
unabated poisonous propaganda instills in Bahujans hatred about
different communities and religion. Instills superstitions by fake
documentaries and serials especially created for this purpose to give
validity to Arya-Brahmin religion and cults. Through their TV serial
they instill laziness, greed, jealousy and envy in the minds of masses
where conspiracies of all kinds are shown as a common phenomena.
Arya-Brahminisst News channels black out our news, distort our
issues, and defame our agitation by fake arguments. On the other
hand they present Arya-Brahminist exploiters as our saviors.
We are buying this manuist filth spending our money and
weakening ourselves psychologically and economically. Therefore,
every Bahujan family must develop a strong determination to stay
away from all TV channels. Why we should pay our enemies ?

If you do not have such strong determination, forget
about establishing system based on social justice. Forget
about removing injustice.
Arya-Brahmins do have such determination. Gandhi had
boycotted goods manufactured by British. Arya-Brahmins had
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started weaving thread on Charkha. When a Brahmin girl Nirbhaya
was raped in Delhi, in protest they did not celebrate Diwali festival.
Arya-Brahmins will not watch a movie, or a game / sport if its hero
or player is dalit so that the dalit hero or player becomes flop. Can
a Dalit run his shop in Savarna locality ? It needs special guts to
develop such mentality and courage which Bahujan masses utterly
lack. Are you a match to determination of Arya-Brahmins ? If
you really want that the Brahminism must be defeated then every
Bahujan must stop buying from our exploiter and oppressor
class. This will save us lot of money and will keep our mind free
for rational thinking.

2. Stop buying useless periodicals !
Our Bahujan organizations and Bahujan activists publish
periodicals such as weakly, fortnightly or even daily dragging them
with their all might considering that they are doing a great work and
great service to Bahujans. Bahujans who are buying such periodicals
are also under wrong impression that they are doing great work of
Bahujan mission. In fact, they are wasting their money and time by
giving information that does not lead masses to any action against
Arya-Brahminists and their exploitation system. Neither they are
empowering Bahujan masses anyway. They only create illusion of
mission. Money of the Bahujan who buys such periodicals is also
totally wasted.
In fact, every Bahujan literature must activate masses for an
action plan carefully devised and being implemented. Bahujan
organizations have no carefully devised plan to weaken AryaBrahminists and their exploitation system and empowering
Bahujans which is being implemented.
Contrary to Bahujan Media, Look at every TV serial, every
discussion, every news it is being conducted with a specific
campaign being run by the Arya-Brahminists.
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Our media must center around missionary activities. Usually
Bahujan fake leaders carry fake activities hence no question of
centering media content around any missionary activity. Have
you seen any Bahujan organization launching campaign against
superstitions being practiced by priests in Bahujan communities
? Do it launches campaign to creat differences among AryaBrahminists and in their organizations ? Do they promote
Bahujan Economy by providing concrete blueprint ? Do they
provide foolproof plan to to safeguard Dalits from Arya-Brahmin
violence ? Just think of your every day to day problems and you
will see that there is no solution in any of Bahujan media. Bahujan
periodicals sing same sermons again and again therefore, are
totally useless, wastage of time energy and money.
Publishing periodicals require lot of money and energy. Those
who publish them usually belong to richer section of Bahujans.
Such rich Bahujans lack courage to take any true action against
Arya-Brahminist exploitation system and usually become tools of
the exploiters in the end. Strengthening electronic social media is
the only alternative which can be run by any member of common
masses. Such social media have lowest probability of going astray.

3. Keep your Home free from all kinds of priests
According to Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, priest is the evil
genius who has destroyed Samma-Ditti meaning rational thinking
of the masses. Priests no matter which religion they belong to are
simply parasites sucking the vitality of the society. So called Buddhist
Bhikkhus are no exception. Bhikkhus have converted themselves
into priests because they are lazy and lack the qualities and abilities
to earn money by hard labour.
They can not perform the duties of Bhikkhus as specified by
Babasaheb Dr. B.R. Ambedkar because they lack Pradnya, Sheel and
Karuna. They are replica of Hindu Priests. They have transformed
the rational and useful Buddhism into a religion of superstitions and
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rituals beneficial to themselves but harmful to the Bahujan masses.
Therefore, keep your home free from these Brahminist priests in the
garb of Buddhist monks.

4. No weakening Rituals and traditions
Costly rituals make your family financially weak while rituals
based on blind faith and superstitions make you rationally bankrupt
and puppet in the hands of priests. These rituals are being carried
out because people have no courage to take a bold unconventional
decision to defy them for the betterment of his own family. He is
afraid of what others will say forgetting that in any financial or other
crisis neither priest nor anybody of "others" would come to help you.
You will have to face your problem alone. Then why we should care
for what others will say ? You have every right to do what is in the
best interest of your family.
One should perform all social functions with maximum
possible simplicity with minimum possible expenditure.
Secondary Social rituals after the main function is over, can be
performed by few family members alone. For example, Once the
funeral is over, immersing ash in river and the third day ritual can
be performed within the family members without any priest.

5. Promotion of moral education.
Promotion of moral education among family members is must.
Moral education train family members to understand the dangerous
nature of laziness, greed, jealousy and envy. They are the worst
enemies of mankind. They are basis of all sorts of exploitation. It is
most important to understand how to develop Pradnya, Sheel and
Karuna. They should understand whole philosophy of Babasaheb
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in a nutshell for the betterment of yourself, your
family and the whole society.
You should train yourself to think and behave rationally. Realize
the dangers of laziness, greed, jealousy and envy. Understand the
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fundamental rights of everybody including your family members and
respect them. Understand in advance how to behave with different
sort of individuals in most appropriate way. Thus you know future
consequences of your each action in advance. Appropriate behavior
in the given situation saves you from unnecessary worries, tensions
and losses otherwise would have resulted.
Understand the difference between comfort and happiness and
how to obtain happiness from family and social interactions to live life
meaningfully. Also know what is violence and when to use it against
the exploiters for the betterment of all. Thus the moral education is
practical philosophy of life leading us towards empowerment and
meaningful life.

6. Strengthen family Economically
You will make your family financially better if you stop buying
newspapers and magazines published by Arya-Brahminists and
useless periodicals published by Bahujans. You will also save lot
of money by not buying harmful foods and drinks which usually
are costlier than the healthy foods. You will also save from not
following harmful rituals and social traditions such as Diwali,
Holi etc and performing other social functions such as marriage
etc with at most simplicity and rationality.
Apart from the above measures every family member must know
value of money and must spend rationally and save his money for
most essential things such as education and self establishment.
Your family members must think individually about how they can
earn money. Unless you think in that direction you will never find a
solution. You always find a solution when you objectively think and
do sufficient research on internet and other sources with a strong
will. People also earn on line on internet in many ways.
You can produce nonperishable essential home items for your
own family. On demand can make it your business among the
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members of your friends in morning walk etc activities. Your healthy
social interactions will provide you a market if you decide to sell
something in your locality from your home.
You can start with one item which is bought in large quantity so
that you can easily compete with the Arya-Brahminist businessmen.
You can also buy in large quantity with the collaboration of other
Bahujans doing their business in different locality. Then you can
gradually add items one after the other.
We must not forget that we Bahujans are an enormous market
which is being exploited by the Arya-Brahminists. They are enriching
themselves from profit extracted from us. Why not we help each
other in business and prosper. This can become a reality if you instill
sentiments of mutual cooperation in Bahujan minds.
You will have to learn many social intelligence skills essential in a
business. For example, you should treat your customer most politely
even if he is not. Similarly we will have to get rid of tendencies which
are harmful and unproductive in a business. Never become proud
if your business flourishes. Maintain your social relations skillfully.

Social Empowerment

Social empowerment involve collective efforts. Exploiters
and fake leaders consider it direct threat to their power.
Therefore, Social empowerment activities are vulnerable from
the interference of exploiters and fake leaders. Their agents will
find selfish persons from among ourselves to disrupt any social
empowerment activity. Therefore one needs to follow certain
principles or requirements of social empowerment movement.

Basic Requirements
1. Do not bring any Ideology / Party in public issues :- In all
social empowerment activities we should not bring any ideology
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between us. Then only we will get cooperation of all sections of
society. When we go to grocery shop, to a doctor, to any office and so
on we only talk about the cause and not about any ideology. In the
same way when we start any social empowerment activity, we must be
concerned with how to implement the task most efficiently. Similarly,
we should not bring any party politics in the social empowerment
activity. Party politics is everybody's individual matter.
2. Get rid of dependency Mentality :- Bahujans must get rid
of their mentality of dependency on leaders. You have to depend
on yourself for your own emancipation. We have had enough
with the leaders. Unless masses themselves control their social
empowerment activity they can not hope of a genuine struggle
for social empowerment. People have shown time to time that
they are capable of doing that. For example, Khairlanji movement
was spontaneously run by the masses themselves. All India strike
protesting against violence committed by Arya-Brahminists upon
gathering of Dalit-Bahujans at Bheema Kiregaon valour memorial
was also spontaneously run. Several strike in textile mills, and
railway strikes in Nagpur were conducted by workers themselves.
Later on leaders came to ride on the tide. If masses fully control
the social empowerment activity / movement then leaders remain
merely effigies controlled by the masses.
3. Self-reliant informal aware groups :- All formal organizations
are made up of caste-system like pyramid structure and essentially
yield all powers in the hands of few elites. Leaders of such formal
organizations are always those who do not need to labor for their
survival and have full time to lead the organization. Such leaders
being power mongers can be easily corrupted. Bankers are happy
with formal organizations because they can buy such leaders,
can easily blackmail them, can easily infiltrate, mislead, split and
sabotage any formal organization. If needed they can dump the
whole organization into jails and in concentration camps.
Therefore, we need really strong men free from laziness, greed
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and envy and are completely dedicated to social Justice. We need
dedication to mission of social justice and not to the organization
itself since no single organization can fight at all fronts viz
economical, educational, religious, legal, peasants, students,
womens etc and also face armed terrorist organizations of the
Arya-Brahminical exploiters. Therefore, everybody of us need to
support all missionary activities no matter which organizations
are carrying them. Everybody of should work for the activity
one has chosen considering one's own potentials, weaknesses,
resources, liabilities and responsibilities.
To conduct activities at "socio-political level", small self sufficient
informal groups of 1-5 persons having self-chosen level of discipline
(needed for the tasks undertaken), will work for chosen missionary
activity / activities by taking unanimous decisions. Unanimity
of decision is basic criteria for implementing any activity and
will be implemented only by those who decide proposed activity
unanimously. Members differing should secede and form their own
informal group to carryout an activity in their own way.
These small informal unconnected groups, expressing the very
essence of popular instincts, work among the masses. They do not
threaten the freedom of the people, because they lack official position
all times. They influence the people exclusively through the natural,
personal influence of its members. They would suggest actions in a
given situation and with the approval of people implement it and
participate as one of the common element of the people.
Everybody assumes different responsibilities in different
situations. Therefore, nobody in masses is post holder because there
are no such posts at all. There are only different responsibilities
in different situations. These invisible groups should be scattered
in an unseen web throughout the regions, districts and localities
to direct the spontaneous movements of the people arising out of
situations, towards the Social Justice as a natural development of
each movement. The informal groups must not attempt to take
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over and lead the movement but clarify goals, work out ideas in
correspondence with the instincts of the masses and put forward
propaganda. They should ensure that people do not undertake
any self-harming activities. Rather their every activity should
harm and weaken the exploiters and their exploitation system.
Few examples of social empowerment activities are given below.
Our purpose is to make Bahujan masses to think in this direction.
They themselves will develop needed social empowerment
programs considering their situation and various needs.

1. Morning Groups
Every day, particularly middle class men an women come for
morning walk. Awareness group should take initiative and organize
them to conduct activities such as exercise, laughing, entertainment,
social games etc in the public utility place or garden of the locality.
They may celebrate each other's birth days etc events with most
simplicity and cordially. The basic purpose is to enhances pleasure in
everybody's life. Exchange useful information through smart phone.
They should become more socially aware and inclined to do something
significant for social cause. For example, one such morning group of
women named as "Savitribai Fule Mahila Mandal* had published a
pamphlet to help innocent youths accused by police. These youths
were protesting violence unleashed by Arys-Brahminists upon
Dalit-Bahujans gathered at Bheema Koregaon Valour Memorial
near Pune. These pamphlets were pasted throughout Nagpur in
Dalit areas. The pamphlet suggested that total legal expenditure
should be divided into number of Dalits localities and each Dalit
locality should collect the assigned amount and directly handover
it to the lawyers concerned, in the presence of all. This will make
Dalit community to deal against injustice without depending on any
political party and their fake leaders.

2. Inter-personal cooperation
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Each Morning Group members may have some special interest,
resources, contacts, profession, useful information and skills
important to others. If members benefit each other everybody will
be benefited and group may feel more stronger and cohesive. This
interpersonal cooperation should grow naturally through better
interpersonal relationships and not by enforced group rules. They
can buy each other's produce, avail services provided by some of
them, benefit from one's contacts, take interest in one's hobbies etc.

3 Substitutes of priests
Pitamaha Mahatma Jyotirao Fule tried to keep Bahujans free
from religious rituals and Brahmin priests of Arya-Brahmin religion
to free them economically and mentally. To keep every family
free from priests, citizens should train themselves and to perform
marriage ceremony. Some citizens can not fully negate supernatural.
So they want to perform religious ceremony at the time of entering
a newly built house etc. For such occasions specially prepared CD of
preaching should be developed rationally in the language of masses
and shall be played after Buddha Vandana. Whole ceremony shall
be performed by any trained common Bahujan. Aware Buddhists
can prepare CD of Buddha Vandana and Buddhist ideology topics of
special interest relevant to the various social occasions. These CDs
could be played by any common Bahujan.

4. Community help center
Most of the Bahujans suffer to a great extent when they have
some work in civil bodies such as municipal corporation, office of
collector, electricity board, Water department, banks and so on.
They also experience difficulties in preparing or obtaining essential
documents from district court and other offices.
Any unemployed educated person of their ward or locality can
well acquaint himself with the procedures to be followed for various
tasks in above mentioned offices. With a laptop and printer cum
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scanner he can start his center to provide his services to needy
persons at nominal charges.
Minor legal works such as preparing affidavit, gap certificate,
income certificate etc can be managed by any unemployed youth of
the area well acquainted in such work. Thus Bahujans will not have
to wander for help and at least one person in each Bahujan ward can
find a part time employment.

5. Legal Assistance
Poor Bahujans need legal assistance or help in different matters.
Aware Bahujans should contact Bahujan lawyers and Bahujans
related to judiciary. Ask each of them to provide their services to
their Bahujan brethren at concessional rates. A rate-list for their
different services can be prepared and compiled in a file so that
information can be provided to anybody needing legal assistance.
This information file should be kept in every community help center
of the ward. Lawyers committed to social justice should fight cases of
Dalit victims at concessional rates and cost of which should be born
by society directly as suggested by Savitribai Fule Mahila Mandal.

6. Guidance Centers for Students
In every ward or area guidance centers for students can be
opened by 1-2 aware persons. They can collect the information of
various courses available, scope of each of these courses, Institutions
that teach these courses, fees and other requirement, date of
commencement of such courses and so on.
Students should be given knowledge in advance of which
documents they will have to keep ready in order to get admission,
and to apply for scholarship. Students guidance center will have
proforma of each such documents to be obtained from different
government offices. On request, center should help students to obtain
these documents at nominal charges. Students coming from different
places loose their admission claim because they do not know when
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their name appeared in the list. Out station students should contact
such guidance center in each city, so that the guidance center can
keep track of out station students and immediately inform them
and do preliminary proceedings on their behalf. They can also keep
list of persons who rent their rooms to students so that any student
coming to their city in need of room can be helped.

7. Community Self Reliance centers
In every Bahujan ward we should find an industrious unemployed
youth. Such a youth can be trained to prepare nutritious healthy
morning breakfast items. We should convince aware Bahujans to
buy daily morning breakfast items from this youth so that one youth
have an opportunity to earn and Bahujan money shall not go to AryaBrahminist fast-food companies. Little of its profit can be saved for
helping victims of Arya-Brahminist violence. If in every ward or area
the same program is implemented then many of our unemployed
youths shall find self employment. Youths can be trained in different
self employment projects.

8. Direct Consumer-Producer Link
We find that because of Arya-Brahminist middlemen our Bahujan
farmers do not get proper value for their produce. The produce of
farmers when reaches to consumer, its cost increases many times.
To help farmers as well as consumers, aware Bahujans collectively /
individually can buy produce of a farmer who is well known to him.
This produce can be shared by citizens of the area at much lower
price compared to Arya-Brahminist shops. One should start with
one item or few items and implement the same program in every
Bahujan ward or area. This will help many Bahujans to earn money.
Self employment seminars and seminars to train Bahujans already
doing some bussiness pathetically can be organized so that they can
run their business in a profitable way,

9. Resisting Injustice and oppression
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Injustice on Bahujans must be resisted by the society itself without
depending upon any political organization. Bahujan organizations
have already proven themselves incapable in this regard. Whenever
there is violence on Dalits or any section of Bahujans, we should :1) Organize meetings of citizens of each Dalit-Bahujan ward
in the very locality public utility place and without using any loud
speaker. They should collect amount of their share to help the
victims and to see that perpetrators are punished.
2) The victimized families could be invited to each area / ward
and personally hand over the collected amount to them in the
presence of all citizens to a) financially help the victim to fight
their court cases and face their social boycott by Arya-Brahminists
if any. b) ask citizen to suggest other measures to be taken in this
regard.
3) If the offenders and their supporters are member of a
particular party then the citizens must insure that these men do
not get elected anymore and their party is boycotted.
4) If the offenders are running some commercial venture, the
citizens should insure that the offenders suffer economically by
boycotts and other measures.
5) It must be ensured that the offenders and their supporters
inevitably suffer for their crimes.
Only by applying above measures we can effectively retaliate
oppression of Bahujans.

10. Brotherhood Committees
In communal violence Non Arya-Brahmin Bahujans suffer
whereas Arya-Brahmins not converted and converted to Islam
remain unharmed. Arya-Brahmins of all religions work in unison
to weaken Muslim as well as non Muslim Bahujans. Therefore, in
order to prevent communal violence we must form a committee
exclusively of indigenous Dalit-OBC Muslims and non Muslims. The
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Brotherhood Committee should implement following programs :1. Diffuse Arya-Brahmin hate propaganda against Muslims by
publishing small booklets in local languages and by organizing
awareness talks.
2. Promote social interaction between both the communities in
a natural way such as through sports etc activities where both the
teams have both Muslim and Non-Muslim players.
3. Promote economical cooperation between both the
communities.
4. Keep an eye on Arya-Brahmin agent provocateurs (who try to
create conflicting situation) and expose their activities.

11. Community Self-Defense Volunteers
Great Ayyankali and Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar from
the very beginning had realized that unless you have self defense
force of youths you can not protect yourselves from AryaBrahminist violence. Arya-Brahminist violence occurs because
the perpetrators know that there will not be harmed. The moment
they realize that attacking Dalit-Bahujans is counter-productive
they think thousand times before committing any offence. Thus
Self-defense Youth Force is basic requirement of every struggle
against the exploiters and oppressors.
The moment they build such an effective force which is not only
capable enough to defend themselves but can withstand to all sorts
of after effects effectively, the situation will change completely.
All other communities will join voluntarily whether you educate
them politically or not. Community defense volunteers must be
backed by whole society against repression by Arya-Brahmin
governments under false accusations.

12. Bahujan Propaganda Groups
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Forming Bahujan Propaganda Groups in every Bahujan locality
is very important. The basic purpose of Bahujan Propaganda Groups
should be as under :1. Expose false propaganda of Arya-Brahminists that AryaBrahminists are patriots. Expose that they have invited every foreign
rulers to invade India, have given Muslim minority areas to east
Pakistan (now Bangla Desh) simply to protect Brahmin interest in
west Bengal and to take vengeance upon Dalits. That they have been
helping every ruler to rule India and protecting their own interests.
That they have been helping British during British rule. In spite of
such treacheries they call themselves freedom fighters and so on.
2. Reveal that Arya-Brahmins are not Hindus. To get exempted
from Jijya tax imposed by Aurangjeb, Brahmins had declared that
they are not Hindus, they belong to Vedic religion and not Hindu
religion. They call themselves Hindus simply to grab share of Hindu
community for themselves.
3. Expose that tiny minority of Arya-Brahminists who are
simply 15% as well as their BJP, RSS etc organizations in reality
are worst enemies of Hindu interest because with all their might
Arya-Brahminists have been preventing realization of reservation
to Dalits, OBCs and Adivasis according to their population
proportions. OBC, Dalits and Adivasi constitute 85% majority
of Hindu population. They are not giving representation to OBC,
SC, ST and minority community womens in women's reservation
bill. They have been killing OBC, Dalits and Adivasis in communal
riots. No Arya-Brahmin has ever killed in these riots. Thus Arya-

Brahminists and their organizations are worst enemies of
Hindus.

4. Expose that 15% Arya-Brahminists have grabbed 87% jobs,
97% commerce, 78% education and 94% land. Taking average of all
above area, OBCs who are 52% have only 6,36% share, SCs who are
15% have only 5.92% share; STs who are 7.5% have only 2.42% share.
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Minority religions who are 10.5% have only 1.80% representation.
Thus Arya-Brahmins have grabbed everybody's share. They have
grabbed largest share of OBC communities (45.64%) because OBCs
are under the firm grip of Arya-Brahmin religion.
5. In propaganda literature, demand leadership posts for OBC,
DALITS and Adivasis according to their population proportion
in BJP, RSS and in all Sangh-Parivar organizations.
6. Demand that immense wealth of Hindu Temples should be
spent on relief of Hindu farmer families who have committed
suicide, Hindus who were killed in communal riots, Hindus who
are displaced by Arya-Brahmin ruled governments and so on.
Bahujans should organize their artist groups of all kinds such
as singers, dramatists, cartoonists and so on who can contribute
meaningfully to Bahujan propaganda.

12. Resettlement of
Victims of Arya-Brahminist Violence
1. Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar wanted resettlements of Dalits
by forming their own localities at safer places preferably cities.
Considering the violence against Dalits all over India, there is a need
to identify areas where Dalits are living under threatening conditions
and areas where Dalits feel themselves more secure. Dalits from
insecure area should migrate to near safer area.
2. Bahujan social organizations / aware Bahujans should help
violence affected Dalits individually or in mass to sell their property
for good price and buy property in safe areas. They should also make
it sure that these Dalits with their abilities can earn sustenance in
new area. Respective governments should be pressed to buy property
of victims at "best rates" and to provide financial assistance for their
resettlement. Governments not responding should be condemned
by Bahujans in Bahujan Localities and pass resolutions accordingly.
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3. Aware Bahujans can train these Dalits in certain skills so that
they earn their sustenance.
4. Bahujans spend millions of rupees in celebration on 14 April
etc occasions. They can curtail their expenditure and divert the
amount to "Resettlement Fund" organized for resettlement of Dalit
victims of Arya-Brahminist violence. The Dalits who have received
help will have to under some legal arrangement return it back to
resettlement fund in installments. Thus the Resettlement fund shall
be always growing and more and more Dalits can be resettled.
5. Bahujan masses should should deal accordingly all political
parties who do not pressurize respective governments to purchase
dalit land (which is allotted only on paper) and house property at
market price and provide land at secure areas at subsidized price,
and implement all their so called welfare schemes in such area.

13. Saving Bahujans from money lenders.
Whether they are farmers or workers the biggest cause of their
debacle is money lender. Farmers are forced to get loan at very high
interest from the money lender under natural calamities.
Many Bahujans are keeping their savings in Banks. Instead
they can give loan to such farmers whom they know well at the
interest bank gives to them. They should do this for the sake
of empowering Bahujans. Several Bahujans belonging to any
organization can withdraw their savings from the banks and form
a fund to help the farmers.

14. Inter-community Alliance
There are unfortunate instances when the farmers, workers,
students etc Bahujan sections organize processions, sit on hunger
strike and so on. Such agitating sections should make mutual
social alliances to carry on their struggle. The great Dalit warrior
of Bahujan liberation, Ayyankali was able to prolong agricultural
labourers' agitation for more than a year by mutual social alliance
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with fisher community. It was decided that one person from each
family of agricultural worker would help them in fishing and will
receive their due share of fishes. Thus agitating sections should make
their agitation socially allied so that they get strength and exploiters
may be brought to concede their demands. It is happy beginning that
agitating farmer procession received food packets, water and other
help from the students and other sections of the society. There should
be a mutual meaningful dialog between the agitators and the social
groups. They should exchange each others' literatures and concerns.

15. Quality Primary Education
in public utility places of the locality

Arya-Brahminist governments to keeps masses deprived of
education has made primary education in government run schools
very miserable. Students in these schools are very close to illiterates.
They can not compete with arya-Brahmins who get quality education
in English medium schools. All Arya-Brahminists Governments
including governments led by Bahujans have been privatizing every
educational institution. Intention of all fake leaders is clear.
Masses themselves will have to do something in this regard.
Masses with their collective effort can at least start quality primary
education in public utility places of the area such as Samaj Bhawans,
Boudh Vihars, Religious temples, gardens, public grounds etc.
There are example when people of the village have themselves built
roads, sever lines and so on. Therefore, with strong determination
masses can implement this program successfully.
There are able unemployed teachers as well as parents who can
pay little fee. The need is to bring them together and decide the
terms under the supervision of willing people of the area.
It is welcome news that Chief of Bheem Army, Mr. Chandrashekhar
Ravan anounced his determination to start english teaching for dalit
students everywhere. More and more such organizations should
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come forward. Shoshit Samaj Jagrukta Muhim praises all missionary
activities conducted by Bahujans no matter which organization they
belong to. Similarly we criticize useless or detrimental actions to
Bahujans no matter which organization do them. We do not name
the organization but the criticize its activity.

16. Public interest Litigations and RTI
Arya-Brahmins file public interest litigations to prevent Bahujans
from getting their rights. Bahujans should file public interest
litigations on several issues. They can be more productive than
siting on hunger strike and launching a procession or convening a
public meeting. Similarly, Bahujans should train themselves in Right
to Information law and use it meaningfully in their favor. In this
regard special seminars should be conducted in each ward. Most
of the noncooperation by Arya-Brahminist bureaucracy can be
demolished through RTI and PLIs.

18. Unpublished literature of
Babasaheb Dr. Ambedkar's in Govt. Custody.

Aware Bahujans should demand that unpublished literature of
Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar should be published by a committee
comprising representatives of the Bahujans. A compilation of
the photocopies of manuscripts written by Babasaheb Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar should be made and kept in libraries to be accessed by
the research scholars. It is surprising that no Bahujan organization
has pressed for this issue.
.......................................

